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V I TA L S TAT I S T I C S

The data that is collected from the cheetahs and leopards moving through the AfriCat project provides us with information
on the characteristics of the wild populations of these animals in Namibia. Before their release, the cats undergo a
thorough examination and a list of procedures is carried out. Drawing blood, taking hair samples, measuring and weighing
are all part of the routine tasks performed when a new cheetah or leopard comes in. The data collected from each cat is
recorded in a database that allows for quick and easy access to information either on a particular cat or when providing
statistics on these Namibian carnivores to researchers around the world.
The arrival of what at first glance looked like the biggest cheetah we had ever come across prompted a search of our
records to find out if this was in fact the case. Measurements of the skull, muzzle, chest, abdomen, tail, feet and canines
are taken for each cat that comes in. In order to interpret overall size however, none of these measurements, or the cat’
s
weight, can be used in isolation. Body length (tip of nose to base of tail), shoulder height and chest girth have therefore
been taken into account for the purpose of calculating the overall size and determining which of the cats is the largest.
After studying the data, it was confirmed that the male cheetah in question - collected from a farm in the Otjiwarongo
district - was indeed the largest cheetah that AfriCat had ever recorded.
The table below shows the measurements of the largest cheetahs and leopards that AfriCat has recorded in relation to the
average sizes of these cats, which have been calculated using the data collected from all the adult cats that have moved
through the project.

C H E ETAH

MALE
SINGLE FEMALE
SINGLE
AVERAGE LARGEST AVERAGE LARGEST
(n=89)*
MALE
(n=47)*
FEMALE

L E O PA R D

MEASUREMENT
(Centimetres)

MALE
SINGLE FEMALE SINGLE
AVERAGE LARGEST AVERAGE LARGEST
(n=59)*
MALE
(n=58)*
FEMALE

BODY LENGTH

134.01

150

114.26

127

81
75
50
36
80
21
16

SHOULDER HEIGHT
CHEST GIRTH
ABDOMEN GIRTH
NECK GIRTH
TAIL LENGTH
SKULL LENGTH
SKULL WIDTH

69.14
78.47
74.67
51.30
83.26
20.46
16.80

78
89
86
59
87
25
21

60.17
62.58
60.65
41.10
76.40
18.83
13.68

65
71.50
70
43
78
21
16

6.76

7

MUZZLE LENGTH

9.06

11

7.47

9

26.96
2.21
1.54
7.79
5.97
9.03
6.16
39.40
4.24

29.50
2.50
1.80
8.7
6.9
9.9
7.0
45.50
3

MUZZLE GIRTH
UPPER CANINE
LOWER CANINE
FRONT FOOT
FRONT FOOT WIDTH
BACK FOOT LENGTH
BACK FOOT WIDTH
WEIGHT (Kilograms)
AGE (Years)

34.07
3.40
2.91
8.68
7.71
8.21
6.67
53.03
5.49

37.50
4.20
3.40
10
8.8
9.2
7.4
69
5.50

28.15
2.77
2.26
7.34
6.43
7.51
5.50
30.50
4.39

29.50
3.20
2.80
8.5
7.3
7.8
6.1
36.50
6

132.57

142

127.48

138

79.62
74.01
61.14
38.79
77.35
20.32
15.88

87
80
64
43.50
89
23
18.50

77.71
68.28
56.87
33.90
73.73
19.13
14.93

7.65

9.50

29.57
2.32
1.70
8.46
6.58
9.62
6.84
46.25
3.82

31.50
2.60
2
9.6
7.8
10.8
8.0
62
5

(Tip of nose to base of tail)
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Measuring the canines of a leopard.

Measurements of a cheetah skull.

Measurements
taken of a
leopard.

Weighing a cheetah.
* For analytical purposes the measurements of all the cats under the age of 2½
years, as well as those that have been in captivity for any length of time, have
been excluded.
Male
Leopard

Is there any correlation between the size of the cat and the area in
which it lives?
Discovering that the largest male cheetah, the one that came a very close
second, as well as the largest male leopard were all from the Otjiwarongo
area, initiated further analysis: to establish whether the sizes of the
recorded cheetahs and leopards were relative to the areas in which they
were caught.
Although the results did not indicate a specific area of Namibia that was
yielding particularly large cheetahs or leopards, the findings highlighted
certain parts of Namibia where the average sizes of the cheetahs and
leopards caught were slightly larger than those captured elsewhere in the
country.

Male
Cheetah

Female
Leopard

Female
Cheetah
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The Differences and Similarities between Cheetahs and Leopards
When comparing the physiological characteristics of the cheetah and leopard, the proportional differences in size and
structure can be attributed to the way their features are adapted to how each animal moves and its specific predatory
techniques.
The way in which a cheetah initially approaches its prey depends on the type and number of prey animals present, the
terrain and the amount of cover available. A rush, walk or stalk (to within a distance of 50 to 100 metres from the prey) is
usually followed by a short high-speed chase before the cheetah knocks the prey off balance by tripping the animal or
grabbing and holding on with its dewclaws, pulling it down. Large prey is generally suffocated through a bite to the throat,
while smaller prey is usually bitten through the skull.
(Note: cheetahs can reach a top speed of between 100 and 115 kph which can be maintained for a few seconds only or for
a distance of between 300 to 600 metres.)
The leopard either lies in ambush or approaches its prey by means of a long slow stalk until it is relatively close up (within
20 metres or less). A short chase (20 to 30 metres) may ensue before the leopard pounces and while holding the animal
down, kills it by: biting the throat and throttling it, biting the back of the head or neck and crushing the skull, dislocating
the vertebrae or severing the spinal chord, or suffocation through a bite to the front of the muzzle.
The average body length (tip of nose to base
of tail) of the male cheetah and male leopard
are very similar, with the leopard’
s tail being
slightly longer. The cheetahs’longer limbs
however, provide the additional height
advantage.

Body Length & Shoulder Height Comparison
85

Shoulder Height (cm)

80
75

The variations in size, proportions and body
shape between the two cats are reflected in
their bone structure. For example, the cheetah,
in relation to its size, has a longer “
forearm”
than the leopard - the humerus/ulna length
ratio being 1.0 in the cheetah and 0.9 in the
leopard (Turner, 1997).

70
65
60
55
110

115

120

125

130

135

Body Length (cm)
Male
Cheetah

The cheetah’
s taller, lighter and more slender
build, slim, elongated legs, thinner, shorter
neck, flexible spine and slightly concave back
140
are all ways in which its body is adapted for
it’
s distinctive advantage - speed.
The leopard’
s more thickset, stocky, heavier
build, muscular body, shorter legs and thicker
neck are geared towards strength and power.

Female
Cheetah
Male
Leopard

Female
Leopard

Generally the male cheetah is more robust and
heavier than the female but there is substantial
overlapping of the measurements between the
two sexes and the differences are fairly
insignificant in comparison to the leopards
that AfriCat has recorded.

W eight and N eck G irth Co m pa rison
55

The difference in size between male and
female leopards is far more distinctive. The
female leopard has a much slighter physique
and weighs significantly less than the male.

50

W eig h t (k g )

45

The difference in average body length (tip of
nose to base of tail) between the male and
female leopard is 14.7%, whereas in cheetahs
it is only 3.8%.

40

35

30

25
25

30

35

40

N eck G irth (cm )

45

50

55

The contrast in sizes between the genders of
the two species is further substantiated by the
variation in their average weights, with the
difference being 14.8% between male and
female cheetahs, as opposed to 42.5% in
leopards.
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The tables below show the percentage difference in the average measurements between the male and female leopards,
highlighting the significant size variation between the two sexes.
Skull Width

18.6%

Body Length

14.7%

Muzzle
(Length & Girth)

17.5%

Shoulder Height

13.0%

Chest Girth

20.3%

Upper Canine
Lower Canine

18.5%
22.3%

Neck Girth

19.3%

Weight

42.5%

Skull Measurements Comparison
22

Once again using the males of the two species for
comparison, there is little difference in their average skull
measurements. It is the build, structure and shape of the
two skulls and the sizes of the surrounding muscles that
vary quite significantly, reflecting very different size and
form in the external appearances of each cat.

21
20
19

The cheetah’
s head is smaller and more rounded making it
more streamlined in favour of running speed. The rounded
head is due to the shape of the top of the cheetah’
s skull
being more convex, whereas the leopard’
s is relatively flat.

18
17
12

13

14

15

Skull Width (cm)

16

17

18

The cheetah's shorter jaw contributes to a smaller muzzle
with the resulting reduced weight being a further adaptation
to its sprinting ability.
The leopard’
s heavily built skull and massive jaw, as well as
the way the skull is structured to accommodate the powerful
jaw and neck muscles, are some of the reasons for its head
appearing bigger and broader than that of the cheetah. It is
also the presence of these much thicker, stronger and more
powerful neck muscles in the leopard that account for the
large differentiation between the neck girth measurements of
the two cats.
The size variation of the teeth, particularly the canines,
contributes to the difference in muzzle measurements
between the two cats. The shape and size of the canine teeth
are indicative of the manner in which the cat kills its prey.

Canine Measurements Comparison

M uzzle M ea surem ents Com pa rison
35

33

Muzzle Girth (cm)

Skull Length (cm)

16.6%
17.5%

The skull design and characteristics are determined by the
animals’teeth and jaw structure and the way these are
utilised during predation and feeding.

23

31

29

27

25
6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

Muzzle Length (cm)

9

9.5

10

The cheetah’
s jaw and relatively small canines are designed
to tightly grip and hold the prey by the throat as
strangulation occurs.

4.00
3.50

Upper Canine (cm)

Front Foot Width
Back Foot Width

Although the leopard uses the throat-bite method, the much
bigger, sharper and more pointed canines are more suited
and better designed to penetrate through the skin and neck
vertebrae of its prey.

3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
1.00

Male
Cheetah

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

Lower Canine (cm)

Female
Cheetah

Male
Leopard

3.50

4.00

Female
Leopard

The large roots of the leopards' canines add to the size of its
muzzle, while the correspondingly shorter canine roots in
the cheetah allow for larger nasal cavities - an adaptation
that enables an increased intake of air during sprints, as
well as providing it with the ability to suffocate its prey
while simultaneously recovering from the chase.
Carla Conradie
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ANNUAL HEALTH
EXAMINATIONS
One of the requirements of having large carnivores in captivity
in Namibia is an annual veterinary inspection, when the
animals' health and condition, as well as the areas and
surroundings in which they are being kept, are checked on by a
vet. All the cats have to be vaccinated and those that are
housed in enclosures where both males and females are
present, are required to be on some form of contraception to
prevent breeding in captivity.
In early March, two days were set aside during which forty
cheetahs were anaesthetised. This year we were honoured to
have four vets in attendance, with Dr Gary Bauer, a veterinary
ophthalmologist, and Dr Cedric Tutt, a veterinary dentist,
joining our regular team: Dr Mark Jago from the Otjiwarongo
Veterinary Clinic and Professor Henk Bertschinger from the
Wildlife Veterinary Unit at Onderstepoort, University of
Pretoria.
Top: Dr Gary Bauer checks a cheetahs’
eyes through a slit
lamp.
Left: Dr Cedric Tutt does a thorough dental examination,
with Diana Reynolds-Hale keeping the records.
Photos: Dave Houghton

To get an early start and avoid darting the cheetahs in the midday
heat, the cats were caught in their holding camps the night before
they were due to be darted. The confined space of these camps
facilitates darting by limiting the cheetahs' mobility, as well as
preventing the cats from running around too much both before and
after receiving the anaesthetic.
Once asleep, groups of cheetahs were transported to the on-site
clinic where they received a thorough health examination, were
vaccinated and had blood samples drawn, with implants being
administered to those requiring contraceptives. Each had their eyes
examined for the presence of thorns and cataracts, followed by a
visit to the dentist who noted those cats that required dental procedures, which will be carried out by Dr Gerhard Steenkamp and Dr
Sonya Boy during their follow-up visit in the middle of July. All the cheetahs were then weighed, dipped and brushed before they
were returned to their camps or put in crates to recover from the anaesthetic.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Bertschinger and Doctors Jago, Bauer and Tutt for giving up their
valuable time to help AfriCat. Thank you also to Diana Reynolds-Hale, Natascha Nÿhof and Shez Letten, as well as the staff of
Okonjima Lodge, for their assistance during the two days, and to Dr Otto Zapke for the loan of his ultrasound machine.
Carla Conradie
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BANGLES
CASSIE
BUTTONS
BUBBLES
NEW ORPHANED CHEETAH CUBS
Within a three-month period we acquired four new orphan
cheetahs, ranging between the ages of six weeks and six
months. Bangles is a five-month-old cub that had been kept in a
boxtrap for two weeks in the vain attempt at catching the rest of
the family. Cassandra, six weeks old, seemed to have been
abandoned and was picked up at a water reservoir on a farm in
Otavi. Both the cubs were fetched from the different farms on
the same day and since neither of them had to be darted, they
travelled home in the same crate. By the time they reached
AfriCat they seemed to be friends and find comfort in each
other after the traumatic experiences of losing their respective
mothers and siblings. We tried our best to try and establish the
sex of the new arrivals but, since they were both young and
weren't anaesthetised, this wasn't an easy task. We came to a
decision that they were both females and put them together in
the quarantine camp next to the clinic.

AfriCat-Newsletter

LEOPARD CAUGHT
NEAR LUDERITZ
During a very busy week of collecting cats, a call came from a
farmer in the Luderitz district asking us to fetch a leopard that he
had caught. This set me off on what seemed like a never-ending
series of phone calls to try and arrange the pick up.
The farm was situated in the desert area close to Aus and would
mean a 1400-kilometre round trip as the crow flies, longer as the
car drives. After investigating many options it was decided that
the most sensible thing to do would be to fly. We had been given
permission to release the leopard next to the mountains in the
NamibRand Nature Reserve. The farm was only 130 kilometres
from NamibRand, reducing the length of time the cat would have
to be in the plane under anaesthetic.
Dr Axel Hartmann accompanied me on the journey in order to
sedate and monitor the leopard while we were in flight, as well
as impart some of his many years of flying experience to a rookie
pilot.
The plan was to fly from AfriCat to Eros airport in Windhoek,
refuel and then go on to the farm and collect the leopard. From
there we would fly to NamibRand, release the cat, then fly on to
Windhoek to refuel again before returning to AfriCat.
Although it was very windy, the first part of the flight was
uneventful. We landed at Eros and arranged fuel for the plane,
did the necessary checks and started up for the next leg of the
journey. We were then asked to switch off the engine and wait
for the departure of a plane belonging to someone more
important.
Now somewhat behind schedule, we got on our way and had
another uneventful but stunning flight across the desert. The
airstrip on the farm was inside a horseshoe of mountains and
although there was a howling east wind, we landed safely and
were met by the farmer. After securing the aircraft we were taken
to the boxtrap, where Axel darted the leopard. Blood samples
and measurements were taken before the cat was loaded back
into the plane.

The sad little faces of Cassandra and Bangles in the
transport crate.
Photo: Dave Houghton

Just over a month later Buttons arrived. It appeared that this
eight-week-old cub had also been abandoned by her mother and
it was for this reason that she had been picked up on a farm near
Okahandja, where she stayed for two months before coming to
AfriCat. On the way home she visited the vet to have a top
canine removed, as the infection from a tooth abscess had
caused the one side of her face to swell to such an extent that
her eye had closed. Luckily it was still a deciduous tooth so the
loss wasn't permanent.
Bubbles was six months old when he was fetched from a farm
(Continued on page 8)

We were once again met at NamibRand airstrip, where
everything was then transferred to a vehicle before driving to the
base of the mountains near a waterhole. To wake the leopard up,
Axel administered an antidote. There were a lot of very curious
Springbok in the area but once the cat started to wake up they
soon disappeared. As soon as he had recovered enough for us to
leave, we returned to the airstrip and got on our way. By now it
was three o'clock and with the fuel station at Eros closing in an
hour, we resigned ourselves to the fact that we would not be
returning home, and would have to spend the night in Windhoek.
As Axel was due to leave for South Africa the following
morning, the necessary arrangements were made for him to leave
from Windhoek and I returned to AfriCat the next day.
I would like to thank Mark and Laura Jago for letting AfriCat use
their plane (especially as they knew how long I have been
flying); Axel Hartman for having the guts to climb in with me,
keeping me company and teaching me some useful lessons;
Hermann Cloete and Achim Lenssen for arranging the leopard's
release at NamibRand and giving her a second chance.
Dave Houghton
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AFRICAT FUNDRAISER HELD IN VIRGINIA, U.S.A.
The Namibian Ambassador, his Excellency Mr Leonard N. Iipumbu opened the second annual AfriCat fundraiser on 27 March with
a very gracious and humbling welcome. For a community like Alexandria, that knows little of Namibia and less of cheetah and
leopard rescue, Ambassador Iipumbu’
s presence lent an air of experience and knowledge to the proceedings... maybe even a little bit
of magic.
Hosted by Land Rover Alexandria and Dwayne Cook Photography, the event boasted a showroom full of wildlife photography and
auction items donated by local businesses. Thanks to their participation, and that of the Alexandria residents, the evening was a huge
success, raising over US$4000 for wildlife conservation and awareness.
Using donations from Waterfront Gourmet and Trader Joe’
s, catering co-ordinator Carol Hames created tasty variations on African
cuisine. Dwayne Cook presented a slide show on Namibia and AfriCat and the event came to a close with prizes donated by Land
Rover. In all, it was an evening full of fun, excitement and education.

A very big thank you to the following sponsors:
Land Rover Alexandria
Dwayne Cook Photography
Capitol Catering Supply and Wedding Cakes by Michael

Vienna Animal Hospital
Gold Crust Baking Company
For Pet’
s Sake Grooming

Yessi Burouk, Waterfront Gourmet
Trader Joe’
s, Old Town
The Alexandria Symphony
Taverna Cretekou Restaurant

Colours Photographic
Art and Frame Gallery
Bel Art Gallery
Gallery Jamell

King’
s Jewelry
Bazzak Hair Salon
Facial by Lori Pedemonti
Lee’
s Market Wine and Gourmet
Middleburg Humane Foundation
King Street Blues Restaurant
Ruffino’
s Restaurant

The Trophy Room
Solar Planet Tanning Salon
Tarara Winery
Journey Designs, Journals and Albums
Sarah Powdermaker
Kay Miller
Jenny Quick
and
special thanks to the following volunteers:

Alena Fencl and Erin Haines
Carol Hames
Richard Dew
Jane Kluge

Teena Hourigan
Dana Paine
Michelle

Cesar
Carolina
Omara

Carolyn Kriebel

Rob

Ali

“
Thank you Land Rover Alexandria.”
Carla, Dave and the Addams Family
Photos: Ivan Carter
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(Bangles, Cassie - Continued from page 6)

near Windhoek, where he had spent three months with the family that saved
him after his mother was shot. Introductions are fairly easy with young cheetahs
and both Bangles and Cassandra accepted each new arrival without any
problems. Now came the next introduction ……

BOOTS
&

CURLY
I have previously reported on the trials and tribulations of trying to introduce
Boots to the Addams Family, which in the end didn't work out. Our next plan
was to try and match Boots up with Curly, who was around three months old at
the time. This relationship wasn't without its problems but just as we started to
think that Boots was never going to be friends with anyone, he and Curly
slowly started to tolerate and accept each other. This didn't last long, as they
then had to be separated when Boots had to go to the vet, where he spent a
while undergoing and recovering from an operation to try and rectify a bonegrowth malformation in his front leg. On his return the two were reunited and
although they didn't seem overjoyed at seeing one another, the meeting and
subsequent cohabitation went smoothly.
The two lots of cheetahs were housed in adjacent camps. Although they had the
opportunity to get accustomed to each other through the fence, we expected a
few spats when the six of them shared the same area. We were pleasantly
surprised however, that when the inter-leading gate was opened and they were
given the chance to mingle, they didn't even seem to notice that there were now
more cheetahs than before. Over time Curly changed her allegiance to be with
the others. Although Boots hasn't formed any firm friendships, being the oldest
and the biggest, he rules the roost and is tolerant of the younger crowd.
In the meantime, it turned out that both Bangles and Cassandra are in fact
males. We felt that Bangles could keep his name as it was fairly unisex but
Cassandra has now become known as "Cassie".

A BIG THANKS TO..........................
The AfriCat UK committee and members, for
all their fundraising efforts and dedicated
support.
Alena Fencl and Dwayne Cook for their
continuous support, as well as their tireless
efforts in organising fundraising events and
promoting AfriCat.
Ivan Carter for his enthusiasm and efforts in
giving presentations, as well as raising funds
and donations for AfriCat.
Tony and Val Whitby for their donation of a
colour scanner, a replacement for our old one
that decided one day to just give up the
ghost, as well as a wonderful computer
programme,
called PaperPort, that is used almost daily
and is now indispensable.
Alfred Kormann for his donation of a new
Dist-Inject high-speed blowpipe and darts
that we use regularly for anaesthetising and
vaccinating the cats.
Hendrik Vrey, for donating a percentage of
the proceeds from the sales of his leather
artwork during his exhibition at Okonjima
Bush Camp.
Dr Marietta Bartels for her donation of
antibiotic tablets, dressings, sutures and
feeding tubes.

Carla Conradie

Dr Peeters, Dr Wijlens and Cees and Monic
Wijffels for their donation of syringes and
needles.

SUPPORTS
AFRICAT

Donna and Wayne Hanssen for feeding and
taking care of all the cats during our twoweek absence.
Brenda Commins and Mark and Laura Jago
for their input into and proofreading of the
newsletter.

Most of the cheetahs and leopards that are collected from farms are anaesthetised
for transport and data collection. Anaesthetic is also required for darting the cats
at AfriCat for their annual health examinations, as well as those requiring medical
treatment. A large part of our annual budget goes towards medical care, with a substantial portion
of this being anaesthetic. We have found that Zoletil is one the best and safest drugs to use for
anaesthetising large carnivores, with very few side effects.

We were therefore delighted to hear that Virbac UK and Virbac South Africa were willing to
support AfriCat’
s work by donating forty bottles of Zoletil 100, effectively reducing our medical
expenses by N$20 000.
Furthermore Virbac South Africa have agreed to cover the transport costs for Dr Gerhard
Steenkamp and Dr Sonya Boy, the veterinary dentists who will be doing a follow-up visit to
AfriCat in the middle of July. During this time they will be carrying out the surgical dental
procedures that some of our cheetahs require. Part of the Zoletil donation will also be used for the
cheetahs’initial anaesthesia.
AfriCat would like to thank Virbac Animal Health for their tremendous generosity and support,
particularly Mr Retief Kotze from Virbac UK and Liz-Mari van Rensburg from Virbac SA, as
well as Richard and Diana Reynolds-Hale for the part they played in organising the Zoletil
donation.
Carla Conradie

Photo: Ivan Carter
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CHEETAH AND LEOPARD RESCUES
Although there have been a few lulls between calls from farmers,
Dave has done a fair amount of travelling to rescue cheetahs and
leopards from boxtraps on farms around the country. A six-year-old
female leopard, two single adult male cheetahs, a single female
cheetah, as well as two four-year-old sibling male cheetahs were
fetched at different times from farms in the Omaruru area. One of the
single males had been caught previously and was marked and released
in September 2002. The trip to collect the female cheetah included a
stop at the vet clinic, as the wounds on her rump required stitches.
Another two sibling male cheetahs, five years old, were caught
together on a farm north of Kamanjab. Two leopards, a five-year-old
male and three-year-old female, were trapped on the same farm in the
Okahandja area within five days of each other. A trip to Grootfontein
was required to fetch a young female leopard, around twenty months
old. A male cheetah, slightly underweight from spending an extensive
period of time in a boxtrap, stayed at AfriCat and was fed large
quantities of food before his condition improved and he was fit for release two weeks later.

Photo: Dwayne Cook

Dave drove south of Windhoek on two occasions, the first time to
collect a very large eight-year-old male leopard that weighed sixty
kilograms. The second trip was to rescue a younger male leopard,
around two-and-a-half years old.
A trip to Damaraland was made to fetch a three-year-old female
leopard that had originally been caught on a farm in the district of
Omaruru.
Twelve trips closer to home were to collect seven cheetahs, six males
and a female, and five leopards from traps on farms in the
Otjiwarongo and Waterberg areas. Two of the leopards, a male and
female, both three years old, were caught on the same farm within a
day of each other.
Carla Conradie

Photo: Ivan Carter

AFRICAT'S NEW ANIMAL FOOD FACILITY
With the phenomenal growth in the number of cats that AfriCat has taken into its care over the last few years, the need for a larger
food preparation and storage facility became increasingly desperate. We had long outgrown the area that we had been using since the
start of our welfare programme all those years ago. We are currently feeding nearly a hundred cheetahs, leopards, lions and caracals.
This requires the preparation of the staggering amount of eight-and-a-half tons of meat, chicken and IAMS cat food every month,
which has all been accomplished with three chest freezers and a floor-space of 20 square metres –high time for the construction of a
new facility.
With the help of AfriCat UK, TUSK Trust and private donors we obtained the funding required to build a new food preparation
facility. The building includes a large walk-in cool-room, spacious and hygienic food preparation areas, with tiled floors and walls
and stainless steel work surfaces and an adequate storeroom. A great deal of thought went into the ergonomics, as well as the design
of a suitable drainage system capable of handling a large volume of water, which doesn't just miraculously disappear as it does when
you pull out the plug of the bath when living in a city. Construction has taken nearly six months, which has seemed like forever, but
in spite of a few hurdles that had to be overcome along the way, the building has finally been completed and we have just moved in.
It is truly a dream come true for all involved.
A big thank you to the following people, whose contributions, help and
efforts we would not have been able to do without:
Carla Conradie
AfriCat UK
TUSK Trust
Wayne Hanssen
Okonjima Staff
Evan Austin
Buffy Rucker
Refrigair
Otjiwarongo Electric Service
Photo: Dave Houghton
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QUALITY TYRES KEEPS AFRICAT
ON THE ROAD

NEW ACCOMMODATION
FOR ORPHANED CHEETAHS

Twelve new cheetah enclosures have been erected to
Assisted by Nandi, Carla and Friedel accept a donation of five Firestone house the ever-growing influx of cheetahs that AfriCat
tyres from PJ Coetzee and Joseph Damaseb from the Otjiwarongo branch takes into its care every year. The two hundred and
of Quality Tyres. This annual donation assists AfriCat in its travels to thirty acres of land these camps cover provides for the
spacious areas that the cheetahs require for a healthy
farms throughout Namibia.
living environment.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank Quality Tyres for their
dedicated support and commitment to saving large carnivores in In order to facilitate the management and welfare of the
cats, each camp includes a smaller enclosure where the
Namibia.
cats are fed and their condition can be regularly checked
on. These holding camps are also used to confine the
cheetahs when they need to be darted for annual health
examinations or if they require veterinary care. A sick
or injured cat that needs to be separated from a group or
requires medical treatment can also be housed in these
areas. For safety and convenience, feeding hatches have
been added to those camps where the cats are fed from
bowls –preventing the feeder from coming into contact
with the teeth and claws of hungry cheetahs.
We used the opportunity of the annual health
examinations, which required the cheetahs to be
anaesthetised, to move the majority of the cats into their
new homes.
Carla Conradie

The AfriCat Foundation would like to thank the following
people and organisations for their help and support:

... W I T H

SPECIAL THANKS

Nancy Abraham
Cecilia Bertoni
Mike Blundell
Peter Bruckmann
Mike Budgen
Edwin & Biddy Collins
Dwayne Cook
Andrew Dickson

Ruth Dodds
Dr Ralf Ebert
Alena Fencl
Barry & Margaret Harding
Alan & Sue Hufton
Jock & Judith Hutton
Timothy Jackson
Carolyn King

TO:

Pamela Lavin
Sir Christopher Lever
David & Lindsay Love
Christopher Marcus
Paul & Shirley Martens
Carol Matheson
Charles Mayhew
Joanna & Rob Oliver

Ursula Raabe
Mark & Karen Reinecke
Diana & Richard Reynolds-Hale
Garry & Gill Richardson
Dr Felix Schneier
Barbara Steele
Elizabeth Tanner
Julian Tyacke
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Dan & Birgitta Agardh
Sverker Albertsson
Dr Brigitte Albrecht
Iain Algie
Chris Allen
Elspeth Allen
Armando Angelini
Antje Angermann
Mark & Belinda Anslow
John & Suzanne Arnold
William Ash
Dr Lore Auerbach
Monika Bader
Juërg Baertsch
Linda Baker
Lisa Baldwin
Morar Ballenden
Eva Andrea Banyasz
David & Kathryn Barrow
Dr Marietta Bartels
Ann Bartlett
Harry Bartsch
Martin Baumanns
Heather Beachum
Heinz & Gisela Berger
Jan & Liz Berger
Linda Bernal
Richard Bideaux
Ralph Bieri
Steven & Tamara Blaha
Tristan Boehme
Henrik Böhm
Chris Bonser
Graham Bourne
Rebecca Bower
Mrs I Boyd
Terry & Di Bramley
Dorothy & Ira Brandt
Alan & Sandra Bray
Amy Brisson
Christine Brown
Derek & Karen Bryant
Andreas & Susanna Bunge
Susan Callar
Valentina Carnevali
Jeff Carow
Thelma Carr
CatDog OHG
Shannon Catlett
Rafael Cerezo
Attilio Cerruti
Martin & Sally Chamberlain
Richard Chavez
Hermann Cloete
Marianne Cochrane
Richard & Jean Cook
Meryl & Barry Cook
Michael Cook
Silvia Cotellessa
Anthony & Alice Course
Becci Crowe
Monica Cubi
Charles Culp
Stephanie Cybruch
Jill Damment
Shantu & Louise Dand
Tom & Maggie Davison
Hetty de Vries
Dr Ferenc Deak
Luise Deloch
Thomas & Helene Dettweiler
Richard Dew
Dietmar & Dagmar Diehl
Grit Diener
Isabelle & René Diesch
Paul Dobinson
Cathleen, Patricia & Daniela Dooley
Mike Dufano
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Susan Eastman
Mrs M Edge
Manfred Elser
Sharon Ettinger
David & Eleonore Eyre
Sheila Faircloth
Uwe & Margit Feldmann-Fikus
Dodge Fielding
David & Sue Fletcher
Günter Florschütz
Irmgard Forster
Ian & Kathryn Forsyth
Paula Jane Fox
Harriette Frank
Stephanie Frick
Tony Froude
Igor Galli
Anthony & Alexina Gannon
Karin Geffke
Esther Hänsler Geiser
Martha Gerdes
Devlet R Getson
Virginia Gibbons
Girl Scout Troop 4166
Gillian Godley
Catherine Gray
Verney Green
Robert & Penny Greenwood
Dr Thomas Grittinger
Franz & Margot Grob
Merv Grogan
Savannah & Taeya Guegan
Gutschmidt Family
Verena Güttinger
Margrit Haeusler
Christoph & Cécile Häfeli
Debbie Hall
Carol Hames
Martin Handschin
Hilary Hann
Constance Hardiman
Jeremy Hartley
Ronald & Barbara Hartwell
Mark & Liz Harvey
Mrs AJ Haywood
Susanne Hediger
Marlis Hennig
Glenn & Ruth Herz
Gary R Hiatt
William Hines
Joseph & Sandy Hogan
David & Doreen Horne
Peter & Lilo Hosslin
Paul & Sally Houdayer
Trish Houghton
Tenna Hourigan
Derek & Sally Howes
Clarissa & Torsten Huthmacher
Jock and Judith Hutton
Dr Elisabeth Iro
Jon Isherwood
Brigitte Jägers
Colin & Julie Jenkins
Amelia Jonas
Keith & Christine Jones
Allison Jones
Grahame & Paula Joyce
Sheena Judd
Mr SH Judge
Dagmar Junge
Kalkfeld Frauenverein
Ursula Kantelberg
Jonnina Karlsson
Isao Kato
Wilhelm Keel
Mick Kentsley
Fabian & Tobias Kessler
Beverly King

DON AT ION S:

Kim & Jane Kluge
Leona Kock
Edit Kocsardi
Barbara Köpper
Alfred Kormann
Heinz & Elisabeth Kortenhorn
Angelika Kraus
Carolyn G Kriebel
Stefanie Krueger
Lydia Kummer
Erika Kupferschmidt
Ann Kyser
Laing Family
Frédéric Lamarche
Judith Landmesser
Helen Lanes
Pat Laughlin
Jean-Marc Leger
Dr Klaus Leimkuehler
Horst & Karla Leinweber
Peter Lemon
Ross & Shez Letten
Keith & Linda Levit
Ulrike & Horst Lindner
David & Janice Llewellyn
Roland Löbig
Anders Loeb
Dina Lompa
Ann & Bill Loper
Douglas Lowenthal
Heide Macke
Bridget Macnab
Rick & Frances Magaldi
Barbara Mandell
Helen Manneberg
Christiane Märkle
Lynn Massie-Southerland
Timothy & Diane McConnell
Anne McCowbrey
Debbie McLeish
Fleur Melvill-Gardner
Annie Miccio
Amy Miller
Alex & Lizzy Moffat
Debra Monks
Dennis & Sharon Monroe
Brian Montgomery
Moorend C.E. (C) First School - Class 4
Gordon & Sue Morrison
Tony and Dorothy Morse
Roger Morton
Inger Moum
Holger Mückel
Stuart & Joanne Murrells
Vince Nevins
Heelena Nilsson
Karin & Irina Obrist
Duncan Oleson
John Overton
Claudia Packmohr
Ruth Papadakis
Andrew Partington
Carrie Patrick
Ellen Patton
Graham & Dorothy Pearce
Dot & Cliff Perrin
Inge Peters
Jörg Pflugi
Hilary Quarterman
Ellen Rajewski
Judith E. Randal
Inge Raymann
William Keith Reinhart
Curtis & Pamela Reis
Philip & Eugenia Righter
Stella Rogers
Anna Rita Roncuzzi
Gunnar & Rita Ruffert

Holger & Birgit Ruhman
Ingolf Sack
Martin Sacks
Salinas School of Dance
Christine Sanda
Robert Sankey
DLW Schipper
Brigitte Schmidt
Angela Schmidt
Michael Schneider
Mrs Schonecke
Barbara Seager
Imelda Shanahan
William & Elspeth Shipley
Ann Siddle
Randy & Jennifer Speers
Frank & Sharon Spengler
Pia Sperber
Nicholas & Anne Stacey
Barbara Steinert
Jorgen Stenberg
Reinhold Stephan
Cathlene Stevens
Juergen Stoll
Jörn Storm
Studiofilm 38 GmbH
The Suttons
Olof Svensson
Heather Taggart
Joe & Francesca Tavares
Allison Taylor
Andy Taylor
Don Taylor
Carlos Teles
Cllr. Paul Timberlake
Lela Jane & Bob Tinstman
John Trethewie
Sauwah Tsang
Laura Tuttle
Wendy Tyson
Carola Ulfers
Tom & Cathy Ulrich
Unidea UniCredit Foundation
Susanne Valpone
Arda van Dongen
Dr Claude van Dyk
Albert Verleg
Lilo Vogtmann
Dr Dieter & Monika Voll
Gabriela von Rautenkranz
Aart & Annette Vos
Matt & Brad Wagman
Max & Esther Waldmeier
Sally Watson
Bonnie & Stan Watt
Columbus Ohio Duma Docents Group
Shin Hyesh Weon
Robert Whitmore
Peter & Madeleine Widemann
Julian Wolff
Jane Worsnip
Ingvar Wretblad
Peter Wrobel
Karen Young
Michael & Lisa Zarlenga
Dr Helen Zulch
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... T H E

FA R M I N G C O M M U N I T Y:

Mr A Bagot-Smith
Dr Beyer
Mrs H Eggert
Mr N Froese

Mr Hellweg
Mr M Hoth
Mr & Mrs Kober
Mr & Mrs Lechner

Mr E Meyer
Mr K Schickerling
Mr & Mrs Schonecke
Mr H Schneider-Waterberg

Mr A Smit
Mr Tjihama
Mr W Theile
Mr Volkman

... F O R
Jannie du Preez
Erindi Ranch
Hermann Falk

Wulf Halberstadt
Mr J Hoffmann
Mr J Meiburg

Oropoko Lodge
Otjiwa
Leon Smith

M E A T :
Konrad Traeger
Wabi Lodge
Wentscher Poultry Farm

AFRICAT WEBSITE: http://www.africat.org
AFRICAT CONTACT DETAILS
TEL. NO.: ++264 (0)67 304566/306585
FAX NO.: ++264 (0)67 304565
E-MAIL ADDRESS: africat@natron.net
AFRICAT MIDLANDS
Alan & Sue Hufton
17 Cramps Close
Barrow upon Soar
Leicestershire LE12 8ND
Alanhufton@aol.com

AFRICAT UK

AFRICAT NORTH
Joanna Oliver
Rose Cottage
Sproxton
York YO62 5EF
africat@admin-north.fsnet.co.uk

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—

ADOPTION AND DONATION FORM
Sponsor a cheetah for one year (£105, US$190, €165)
Sponsor a leopard for one year (£160, US$290, €
250)
I would prefer to
NAME:
POSTAL ADDRESS:

donate


I enclose a cheque for the amount of

Please debit the amount of


from my credit card.
Credit Card No.:

Type: Visa
Mastercard
Diners Club
American Express
POSTAL CODE:
COUNTRY:

Expiry Date:
Last 3 digits on back of card:

E-MAIL:
DATE:

Signature: _________________________________

Post form to: The AfriCat Foundation, P.O. Box 1889, Otjiwarongo, Namibia
If you would prefer to do a bank transfer, the details are as follows:
The AfriCat Foundation, Account number: 04160 2870, Standard Bank Namibia, Otjiwarongo Branch,
Branch number: 08-45-73-45

